As far as the preliminary results were concerned, Okahandja would simply not be a place for SWAPO. The coalition alliance "will never defend our party, our leader, our causes, our country again. They will not accept defeat," Hidipo warned. As he muffed along, he expected a "mass exodus" from SWAPO to follow him, "leaving SWAPO Party and Parliament with a heavy heart" as he could no longer be part of a "team that has lost focus." SWAPO, he went on, had "lost a sense of purpose and direction."

As he muffed along, he expected a "mass exodus" from SWAPO to follow him, ending the press conference with this: "You will see things in the coming months. You just wait." He was so confident that he believed that SWAPO, without him, would fall apart. Look at this: "Never again will we allow SWAPO alone to determine the destiny of this country."

Shortly after its formation, the Rally for Democracy and Progress, RDP, was reluctant to support the idea. It stood and believed in a "strong, united SWAPO Party" by going it alone. It was woefully and horribly wrong. It exaggerated its popularity to the extreme, as it learned later.

Lessons learned from its dismal performance in Eenhana Constituency in Ohangwena Region, in Omuthiya in Oshikoto Region and in Tobias Hayineyo in Khomas Region, drilled some sense into RDP, graphically showing that it was no match for SWAPO Party. The idea of a coalition started rolling back on the drawing board again, and RDP, this time around, was its principal driver, with its eyes set on celebrated muster for SWAPO Party by going it alone. It was woefully and horribly wrong. It exaggerated its popularity to the extreme, as it learned later.
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